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iPad® Listening Center / Jackbox
Maximize mobile technology and ramp up student engagement 
in your class. Our iPad Jackbox allows you to create independent 
groups of up to six students focused on a single activity. It works 
with any iOS-based smartphone or tablet and connects with 
Android® devices with its included Y-cord. The 30-pin female 
connection acts as a docking station for iPhone® (up to 4S), 
iPad® (up to 3), and iPod® (up to 3). It features our hallmark 
rugged ABS plastic casing for durability and safety.

1206i-06 (with six 3068AV headphones) $235.00
1206i (headphone not included) $128.00

iPad® not 
included

Megaphones
Whether on the athletic field, for tour groups, or in 
emergency response situations, the importance of a 
clearly heard message can be critical! Together they 
deliver new technology in two megaphone firsts with 
new ways to connect and transmit external audio for 
playback. The PA25RBT offers Bluetooth® connectivity 
from any mobile device and the PA25RX has a 3.5mm 
aux input to connect another wired audio source. 
With 1,250’ ranges, both will broadcast your message 
or a siren sound so that the entire crowd can hear 
your information. The 25Watt megaphones each have 
detachable mics and can record 10-second messages 
for playback at the push of a button.

PA25RBT $165.00
PA25RX $148.00

PA25RBT
Shown

Two-way, 
10 position 
Jackbox
The 1210T model is the first 2-way jackbox where students 
(wearing a Califone To Go™ headset with its single 3.5mm stereo 
plug) can listen to and verbally reply. Responses go from the connected 
headsets through the jackbox and to the attached smartphone, 
tablet, computer or laptop. The 1210T is ideal for different kinds of 
literacy and language acquisition activities. In order to master a 
language, students need to be able to clearly hear and practice 
pronunciation. This configuration also supports other essential 
components of the Common Core ELA standards such as group 
presentations of collaborative projects. It can be used for Skype 
sessions, Google+ hangouts, FaceTime and other mobile learning 
applications. The 1210T has a permanently attached 3’ cord with 
ten 3.5mm jacks that are optimized for use with To Go headsets. 

1210T $48.50

Learn more
about the iPad® 
Listening 
Center Jackbox


